
 

 

STATE OF VERMONT 

PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY PROGRAM 

 

In re: Daniel W. Ewald 

 PRB File No. 013-2023 

 

 

ORDER 

 

The parties in the above-referenced matter shall cooperate to jointly file a proposed 

scheduling order setting forth, at minimum, deadlines for the parties to: 

1. Exchange the names and addresses of all persons having knowledge of relevant 

facts and/or of witnesses; 

2. Serve requests for production of documents and evidence;  

3. Disclose expert witnesses; 

4. Disclose rebuttal expert witnesses;  

5. Take depositions; 

6. Complete discovery, including discovery-related motions; 

7. File motions to amend the petition of misconduct; 

8. File objections to the hearing panel conducting the merits hearing remotely by 

video conferencing; 

9. File pre-hearing motions, including motions in limine; and 

10. File a witness list identifying the witnesses the party anticipates calling to testify 

at the merits hearing, together with a brief summary of each witness’s anticipated 

testimony and an estimate of the amount of time needed for direct examination, 

and an exhibit list identifying the exhibits the party anticipates presenting at the 

merits hearing, together with a representation as to whether or not the opposing 

party stipulates to each exhibit’s authenticity or admissibility or both. 



To assist with scheduling, the parties shall also identify the date by which this matter will 

be ready for a merits hearing and provide an estimate of the amount of time needed for the 

hearing in the proposed scheduling order.  

To the extent the parties cannot agree on a date, they may so state and explain their 

respective positions in the proposed scheduling order.  

The parties shall file the proposed scheduling order no later than December 15, 2023. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated . Hearing Panel No. 6 

 By: ______________________________ 

David A. Berman, Esq., Chair 

 By: ______________________________ 

Matthew C. Little, Esq. 

 By: 

Nicole Junas Ravlin, Public Member 

November 16, 2023

/s/ Matthew C. Little 
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Grutchfield, Merrick

From: Grutchfield, Merrick
Sent: Thursday, November 16, 2023 4:18 PM
To: Alexander, Jon; jboylan
Subject: PRB-013-2023 - Ewald - HP Order re SO
Attachments: PRB-013-2023 - EWALD - HP Order requesting Jointly proposed SO - 23-1116.pdf

PRB-013-2023 (In re Daniel Ewald, respondent) 
 
Dear Par es,  
 
Please see the a ached document re the above referenced case.  
 
Thank you!  
Merrick  
 
Merrick Grutchfield 
Program Administrator 
Court Administrator’s Office 
Vermont Professional Responsibility Program  
 
802.828.6551 
Office of the Court Administrator 
109 State Street 
Montpelier, Vermont 05609-0701 
 




